We study so called Varadhan type short time asymptotic estimates of heat kernels and Shilder type large deviation for Brownian motion on some affme nested fractals introduced in [7] . As a corollary to our approach, we obtain sharper estimates of heat kernels for a class of one dimensional diffusion processes studied in [8] .
§1. Introduction
In [21] , S. Watanabe surveys on short time asymptotic behaviour and on large deviations for one dimensional diffusion processes. Let X(t) be a one dimensional diffusion process on an interval (a, b) ( -oo<#<£<oo) so that the Euclidean coordinate is the canonical scale (i.e. X(t} in the Euclidean coordinate is a local martingale). Then, this process is determined by its speed measure dm(x) and the Feller's boundary condition. Under this situation (assuming the support of dm be (a, b}), there is a heat kernel p t (x, y) w.r.t. dm such that lim 2* log />, V*, y*=(a, b\ fjvyi where -i -is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of the absolute continuous part of dm w.r.t. Lebesgue measure dx (this result is originally due to [14] ) . This
Communicated by Y. Takahashi, April 24, 1996. 1991 Math. Subject Classification(s): 60F10, 60J60, 60J80 *Graduate School of Polymathematics, Nagoya University, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan type of short time asymptotic estimate is sometimes called Varadhan type estimate in honour of his celebrated work [19] . His philosophy is that taking this kind of limit, the intrinsic metric appears. In this case, the intrinsic metric . This result is deeply connected to the following large deviation. Let Pi be the law for X x (et) where X x is the process starting from x . For fixed T>0 9 
set C*([0, T]-^E) = {</)^C([Q, T]->£): (f>(0)=x} with uniformly continuous topology where E = [a, b] and x^(a, b).
Define an /-function as S. Watanabe ([21] ) further mentions that these estimates give no information (just -logpt(x, y} = o(l/t) as £-»0) when dm is singular and introduces one special example due to T. Fujita ([8] ) for which dm is singular but detailed estimates can be obtained. Let a = Q, b = l, dm(x) = dF P (x) where the continuous function F P : [ otherwise.
We are motivated by the results and consider the problem on fractals. The fractals we consider is a subclass of affine nested fractals, a class of finitely ramified fractals studied in [7] . Typical examples, which we express the results here in the introduction, are shown in 2 on the large triangle where ^l f ^2>0, 9//i + ^2 = L Then, one can obtain a heat kernel p t (x, y) of the corresponding diffusion with apriori estimate (Theorem 2.6). Our results are concerning the Varadhan type estimate and the Schilder type large deviation for the process. Let d(x, y) be a shortest path metric constructed in Section 2 and d w be a so called random walk dimension which expresses the average diffusing speed of particles (i.e. E x [d(x, X(t}) ]/t lldw is bounded from above and below for all 0<£<°o). Then our main theorem is the following. In Section 2 we briefly explain the class of fractals we treat and explain how to construct the Dirichlet forms and the shortest path metrics. Section 3 is for the estimates of hitting times which is a key part of the proof of our results. We give the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 4.
The ) an w -cell and ¥ h ,..,in(E) an ^-complex. Set
Taking closure, £ can be recovered : £=C/(F (oo) )-We can now define an affine nested fractal as follows. Remark. 1) In [7] , we thought we could deduce (A5) from (A1)-(A4) (Proposition 2.2), but the proof needed more assumption so that we add it as an assumption here (we do not know whether (A5) always holds for affine nested fractals or not).
We next define a size equivalence class. The sets ¥*(£) and ¥j(E) are the same size if they can be mapped to each other by the composition of the reflection maps which appear in (A2). Let the number of 1 -complexes with different size be ko-We can order the l-cells by their size and put a weight on each size : r =( r\, •••, r feo ), r z ->0 (l<i<ko). (Weuse T when we distinguish cells by their size.) We call (x, y)^F (1) XF (1) 
Set pz=A/Ti. We assume the following throughout this paper. (Bl) For all l<i<N, p t >l.
Remark that (Bl) always holds if we take r i= r j for all l<i<j<ko-Let IJL be a Bernoulli measure on E such that ^(¥i(E)) = ^z>0 (2f=i/^ = l)-
We can now define the Dirichlet form for the affine nested fractal. Let /, = {f:F (^-* R} and define
where phi-k n = Pk^--ph n -This is a energy of the network on F (n} with conductance p hl -k n o n Wki-k n (E). By Proposition 2.2,
For /e/(F (00) X define 3 r ={/:sup« <?"(/, /)<oo) and (?(/,/)=lim 7Z-*oo 5n(/, /)• Then, from [10] , [16] and for the more general class of P.C.F. self-similar sets in [12] , we have the following. Note that the based metric in the statement 2) will be introduced later. Let TI = PI/ p-i-Ti is a time scale for the process on Wi(E} (i.e. the average time for a particle to cross Wt(E) is r z rl times the average time to cross E). We next introduce an intrinsic metric for the Dirichlet forms which we call a shortest path metric. In the following, we fix the shortest F (1) -path from 0 to # 0 eF
Theorem 2.3 B 1) Any function in J can be extended uniquely to a continuous function on E (thus we can consider ^ dC(E) = {f:f is a continuous function on E}). Further, (<S , J} is a local regular Dirichlet form on L?(E, IJL) which has the following properties.
\{0} (XQ is arbitrarily fixed) and denote it x = {(pi, pl+i)} l k=i-Set />0 so that 2!flir/^> A+i = 1. Now we define the distance on F (m} as follows : 
4?AS
On the other hand, it is easy to prove that, if T& $ +1 =r , then for some C2.s, C2.9>0. (Much stronger fact will be proved in Lemma 3.1.) Now, using the assumption (A7), we can factorize the right hand side of (9) 
2). •
For the heat kernel, we have the following estimates essentially proved in [7] . Remark that changing the based Bernoulli measure corresponds to a singular time change for the process and changing the measure also changes the metric. for all 0< £<oo, x, y^E. Our question is whether more precise estimates will be possible in very short time.
2) The results introduced in this section, except Proposition 2.5 1), is valid without assuming (A6), (A7). Also, remark that the fractals in Figure 1 .1 and Figure 1 .
satisfy (Al) -(A7).
In the following of this paper, we assume (Al) ~ (A7) and (Bl). §3.
Estimates of Hitting Times
In this section, we will have sharp estimates of hitting times. First, we define a collection of words, AiClJm^iU, ""> N} m , by
Here r z -0 =max z -zv and we set ra)i-a>i-i = l when / = !. This set was introduced in [13] and similar set was considered in [7] . Define fj (An} = UcoeA n ya)(F (0} ). We call yl w -cells, yU-complexes in the same way as we did for F (n) . Then the time scale of yl^-complexes differs at most r z -0 -For ff ( \{0}. Now pick up all /U-cells which intersects p and extend each cells (except the cell containing q) a{ times (/is the smallest integer satisfying TI> r z -0 ). Let W be the first hitting time to the boundaries (except p) of these extended cells. (Giving conductance and measure similarly to that in Section 2, one can construct Dirichlet forms on this space.) In the same way, shrink each cells (except the cell containing q) a\ l times and let W_ be the first hitting time to the boundaries (except p) (see Figure 3.1) . By the construction, the average speeds of particles crossing in the extended (shrunk) complexes are bigger (smaller) than that in the complex containing p and q. Also, as the number of complexes containing p is bounded from above by some positive constant (independent of the choice of p), E° where the first inequality is from {X(WAn) = q}^{X(W) = q} and the second is from (12) and (13) . As P p (X(W) = q}/ P p (X(W An } = q} is uniformly bounded from above, we obtain the second inequality. The first inequality can be obtained in the same way.
• For the proof of the next key lemma, we use the following version of the well-known renewal theorem. This version of the renewal theorem is used in [13] to show the asymptotic behaviour of eigenvalues of Laplacians on P.C.F. self-similar fractals. (14) z 
(x) = u(x) + z(x-t)v(dt\ for

2) Lattice Case : If the support of v lies in some discrete subgroup of R, then if T is the greatest common divisor of the support of v, the limit G(t) = n-*™ z(t + nT) exists for every t and G(t)=(
Proof. Let
_ )
where n={(p% pl+i)}^k=i is tne shortest F (1) -path introduced in Section 2 and # A = r&fi + i' % tne truncation, we see u(x) = Q for all x<-N when A/" is large enough. Also, by (7) lldw log ak<°° and they satisfy Jo k (14) . Thus by the renewal theorem mentioned above, we obtain the results. Note that the positivity of the limits comes from (8) .
•
The next lemma relates hitting times to distances. Proof. Non-lattice case : First, let us consider the case x, y^F (co) . In this case, we can choose m (depending on x and y) such that x, y&H (Am) . Taking , , x, y) is minimal for some g n bounded from above and below (TC H M(X, y) is defined in the same way as (6)). The third equation is a factorization of the second by each minimal path (remark that n is one of the minimal paths). Using Lemma 3. Noting £ Xn [exp( -5ry B )]=^Un, yn)/g s (x n , x n ) and equi-uniform continuity of the reproducing kernel (Theorem 2.3 2)), we obtain (15) for x, y&E. Using the equi-uniform continuity of the reproducing kernel again, it is easy to show that this convergence is compact uniform.
Sierpinski gasket with p,-= 5/3, /A-= 1/3 : I n this case, Wo is a limit random variable of a supercritical branching process divided by its mean and (16) (see [3] (x, y) . As the left hand side of the equation does not depend on x, y we can take On the other hand, according to (1) , the right hand side of (22) , y) as F is not a constant. This is a contradiction.
We next treat the non-lattice case. In fact, Theorem 1.2 b) holds for the class of affine nested fractals we treat with the condition that 2 J=iZ log T k is a dense subgroup of R. We will prove it in the following. We note that Theorem 1.2 holds for the heat kernel fi t (x, y) on the unbounded fractal introduced in the remark in the end of Section 2. The proof for the unbounded case is just easy modifications of the proof we did in this paper. Finally, we show the following. (8) is obtained in (4.12) of [8] and (7) holds in this case as E is an interval. Thus, by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we see oo L*(t}>0 exists so that L(t} can be chosen as a constant.
